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Determining an Identity
Lesson One: Our Academic Selves

S E C O N D A R Y

summary
Student outcome: Students will study the developing nature of the teenage brain and use cause and effect language to
explain how current brain research applies to their academic sense of self.
Reading: Smart Strategy: Think of the Brain as a Muscle by Charles Q. Choi
Generation STEM: What Girls Say about Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math
Content vocabulary:
 identity/identification
 influence/influential
 factors
 forces
 motivated/unmotivated
 capable/incapable
 ordinary/extraordinary









consistent/inconsistent
intelligence/intelligent
profound
resilience/resilient
cultivate
persistence/persistent
deficiency

Lesson duration:
4–5 hours

Functional language patterns:
In regard to _______, I believe _______ because _______.
I’ve assumed _______ due to the fact that _______.
_______ suggests/asserts/states _______.
_______ leads to/results in/causes/influences _______.
Because _______, I believe/consider _______.

Lesson sequenCe

Activity #8–10

I DO/WE DO/
YOU DO

Activity #6–7

I DO/WE DO/
YOU DO

Activity #3–5

I DO/WE DO/
YOU DO

Activity #1–2

I DO/WE DO/
YOU DO
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Process

Tools

Open the lesson
Introduce and apply
key concept






Examine key concept
Link to prior knowledge
Apply to personal circumstances
Practice familiar language

Sentence frames
Projected image: Define Yourself
Teacher-made T-chart
Teacher-made adjective word bank

Develop context
Establish expectations
Introduce vocabulary

 Use vocabulary to reflect on key
concept
 Deconstruct summative task
 Define critical terms

Academic Identity Foldable
Sentence frames
Student Workbooks
Summative Writing Prompt Poster
Chunked article: Smart Strategy
Word Form Chart
Talking Chips or playing cards

Interact with text
Read analytically
Summarize text






Learn marks for annotating text
Practice annotating text
Engage in structured reading
Collaborate with partners

Annotation Markers
Sentence frames
Chunked article: Smart Strategy
Chunked article for analysis: Smart Strategy
Student Workbooks
Laminated Notebook Paper Posters
Dry erase pens

Examine multiple
sources
Reflect and apply
learning






Read and interpret data
Reflect on relevance of information
Use target language for reflection
Respond to writing prompt

Article: Generation STEM: What
Girls Say about Science, Technology,
Engineering, and Math
Student Workbooks
Sentence frames
Laminated Notebook Paper Posters
Dry erase pens
Academic Identity Foldable
Writing prompt
Talking Chips or playing cards
Classroom Timer

Find the corresponding Student Workbook page numbers for Lesson One materials:
Academic Identity Foldable, p. 3
Chunked article for analysis:
Word Form Chart, p. 12
Summative Writing Prompt, p. 5
Smart Strategy, pgs. 9–10
Article: Generation STEM, p. 13
Chunked article: Smart Strategy, pgs. 7–8
Annotation Markers, p. 11
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Lesson One
Outcome: Students will study the developing nature of the teenage brain and use cause and effect
language to explain how current brain research applies to their academic sense of self.
I nstruCtIonaL s equenCe

m aterIaLs

Open the Lesson and Introduce Key Concept (I Do/We Do/You Do) 15–20 minutes
ACTIVITY #1: In this activity, students examine the concept of identity and consider the
factors that influence an academic sense of self.
Before starting the lesson, provide students with a brief introduction to the unit by looking closely
at the term identity. Explain that our identities are related to our characters and how we perceive
ourselves, and they can influence many aspects of our lives, including the careers we pursue, the
people we befriend, and the activities we engage in.
Post the following definition of identity and ask students to write it in their notes. If necessary,
clarify the meaning of distinctive by explaining that the word refers to qualities and traits that are
particular to one person and are not necessarily shared by everyone.

Definition, posted or
projected

IDENTITY: distinctive characteristics belonging to an
individual or an individual’s unique personality.
Read the definition aloud once before asking students to read it silently to themselves.
Use a document camera to project the Define Yourself image,
as shown (http://totaltrinity.wordpress.com/2012/03/13/
define-yourself). Pose the questions: “What is this woman
saying about her identity? How does she define herself?”
Prompt students to consider the connection between the
words and pictures in the image and the meaning of identity.
Ask: “What does she want us to know about her identity?”

Projected image:
Define Yourself

Continue defining the concept of identity by explaining that
we make decisions about who we are based on a number
of factors or influences. If necessary, clarify that these influences or factors are people, places,
and things that have the power to affect our thinking. List some of the factors that play a role in
shaping our identities, such as:





appearance (blue eyes)
possessions
beliefs/values (peaceful)
gender (woman)






ethnicity/religion
interests (coach, tomboy)
personality (loud, fragile, strong)
family (daughter, only child)

Make sure students copy the list into their notes. Then, as a whole class, examine the photo for
references to the factors that shape identity. Prompt the class by asking them to consider where
the woman in the picture refers to family, gender, or beliefs. Close the activity by posting or
projecting the following sentence frames and developing a few sentences as a whole class.

________________________ and ________________________ are

Sentence frames,
posted or projected

factors/forces that ________________________ our identities.
shape/determine/influence

Our identities are __________________________ by factors/forces
shaped/determined/influenced
such as ________________________ and ________________________.
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